
Omar Khayyam, Ren�e Descartes and Solutions toAlgebraic EquationsK.V. Mardiak.v.mardia@leeds.ac.uk19 November 19991AbstractOmar Khayyam is the only person who is remembered equally as agreat poet and a great mathematician. We describe here the work of OmarKhayyam in the 12th century in solving algebraic equations and describehow his work may have inuenced Ren�e Descartes in the 17th century. Inparticular, we discuss his solutions of cubic equations; these equations ab-sorbed mathematicians from 9th to 16th century. Omar made a signi�cantcontribution to the �nding of positive root through geometrical argumentand thus foreshadowed the analytical geometry of Descartes. We givea preliminary background of the equations for non-mathematicians anddescribe Omar's classi�cation of cubic equations. His method of solvingcubic equations is then described. We also highlight continuing interestin his work, especially by the Omar Khayyam Club in London.21 IntroductionIt must be very rare indeed for a personality to be remembered for his poeticalwork as well as for his mathematical work. Omar Khayyam is the only personwho is remembered equally as a great poet and a great mathematician. GeorgeBoole, James Clerk Maxwell and so on wrote poetry but they are not knownfor their poetical work, whereas Henry Wordsworth Longfellow was an amateurmathematician.We here describe the work of Omar in the 12th century in solving alge-braic equations (in particular, the cubic) and describe how his work may haveinuenced Ren�e Descartes in the 17th century. Indeed, Descartes, who was atheologian and the rector of the University of Utrecht, was accused of being anatheist. Omar did not seem to have an easy life either, he was under constantdanger of persecution for his beliefs (Kasir, 1931, p.3).1Paper presented to Omar Khayyam Club, London.2Abstract appeared in \International Congress in CommemoratingHakim Omar KhayyamNeyshabuouri" (900th death anniversary), Neyshabour, Iran, 17-19 May 2000.1



2 BackgroundWe will only discuss here a solution of cubic equations. These equations ab-sorbed mathematicians from the 9th to the 16th century. The Italian math-ematicians Cardano and Tartaglia �nally found a complete solution in 16thcentury. On the other hand Omar made a signi�cant contribution to the �nd-ing of a positive root (positive roots) through geometrical arguments, but it wasnot until the 17th century that Descartes established a relationship between ge-ometry and algebra. Omar might have foreshadowed the analytical geometryof Descartes. Indeed, Descartes himself was primarily interested in solutionsof equations as well. Descartes' methods are similar to those of Omar butDescartes realized that certain intersection points represented imaginary roots(Katz, 1998, p.448) and thus gave a complete solution for negative, positiveand imaginary roots. As far as the equations of higher degree than three areconcerned, Omar's work, not surprisingly, is very limited (Kasir 1931, p.34).3 PreliminariesFor non-mathematicians, let us attempt to de�ne a few terms in everyday lan-guage. According to the Oxford Dictionary,\algebra = investigation of the properties of numbers and quantities by meansof general symbols".It also gives its etymology as in Arabic\aljebr = reunion of broken parts (jabara = reunite)".Algebra is the \soul" of modern mathematics. The name algebra is derivedfrom \algibr w'al mukhabela" the title of every Saracen work on the subjectsince the time of Abu Jafar Muhammed ibn Musa al Khwarizmi (circa A.D.825).Another term is `equation'. Again in the Oxford Dictionary,\equation = formula a�rming equivalence of two expressions connected by thesign =".We will describe work from Omar's existing manuscripts on algebra - theone used by Woepcke (1851) and Kasir (1931). Kasir (1931, p.9) claims thatthe manuscript which he worked on as being in the personal library of ProfessorDavid Eugene Smith, Columbia University, which is substantially similar to amanuscript in Leyden library. The Leyden's library manuscript was used byWoepcke (1851) for his translation. Also, this forms, according to Kasir (p.9),\the backbone of Woepcke's Arabic text"; the �rst two pages of this Arabic textare reproduced here with a translation.The simplest equation is a linear equation in one variable x, namely2x� 3 = 4x+ 2which has a single solution x = �5=2. This is a linear equation because thehighest power of x is one. The next equation is a quadratic equationax2 + bx+ c = 02



Figure 1a: Title page of Omar's Algebra in Arabic. (Leyden's manuscript)A Treatise onAlgebra with Comparative StudiesBy the Iranian ScholarAbol Fath Omar Khayyam(the son of Ebrahim Khayyam)Figure 1b: Title page of Omar's Algebra, translated. (Leyden's manuscript)3



Figure 2a: Opening page of Omar's Algebra in Arabic. (Leyden's manuscript)A Treatise by the Iranian ScholarGhiasedin Abol Fath Omar Khayyam(the son of Ebrahim Khayyam)(Prayer to Omar Khayyam)The solution to the problems of Algebra with Comparative StudiesIn the name of God, gracious and merciful!Praise be to God, lord of all Worlds, a happy end to those who arepious, and ill-will to none but the merciless. May blessings reposeupon the prophets, especially Mohammed and all his holydescendants.One of the branches of knowledge needed is that division ofphilosophy known as Algebra/Mathematics. Algebra deals withextracting unknown numerical variables.Figure 2b: Opening page of Omar's Algebra, translated. (Leyden's manuscript)4



where a; b and c are constants. Here the highest power of x is 2. Such an equationwas solved a long time ago and has two solutions. Indeed, the solution as weknow it today was presented by the great Indian mathematician Brahmagupta(6th century) with a single solution and Bh�askara in (12th century) with bothsolutions (see, Katz, 1998, pp.226-227). These two solutions could be both realor both imaginary. Note that for example, the equationx2 = �1has what are called imaginary roots - the square root of a negative number!Extending the idea of these equations further, a cubic equation is naturally ofthe form ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d = 0;where a; b; c and d are constants. By a simple linear transformation x = y �b=(3a), it reduces to the simple form (canonical form)y3 + py + q = 0:where p and q are constants. This will have three solutions of which at leastone is real.Following the ancient Greeks, Omar used the successive powers of the un-known as the \root" or \side" \square" \cube" and so on. A statement that\A cube and square are equal to roots and numbers" in the above terminologywould be in modern notation x3 + ax2 = bx+ cwhich corresponds to the statement(cube) + a (square) = b (root) + number.Further, by a numerical solution, Omar meant a whole number satisfying theequation. On the other hand, a geometric solution meant the determination ofan unknown measurable quantity through a line segment (Kasir, 1931, p.23).4 Omar's Classi�cationOmar Khayyam was the �rst to classify equations comprehensively although inmodern terms he was primarily checking the degree of an equation.The �rst set of equations are with two terms or binomial equations, calledby him simple equations. These are1. a = x; 2. a = x2; 3. a = x3; 4. bx = x2; 5. cx2 = x3; 6. bx = x3.The second set is what are called by him compound equations divided into tri-nomial (i.e. with three terms) or tetranomial (i.e. with four terms)A. Trinomial quadratic equations:7. x2 + bx = a; 8. x2 + a = bx; 9. bx+ a = x2.B. Trinomial cubic equations reducible to quadratic equations:5



10. x3 + cx2 = bx; 11. x3 + bx = cx2; 12. cx2 + bx = x3.C. Trinomial cubic equations:13. x3 + bx = a; 14. x3 + a = bx; 15. bx+ a = x3;16. x3 + cx2 = a; 17. x3 + a = cx2; 18. cx2 + a = x3.D. Tetranomial equations in which the sum of three terms is equal to thefourth term: 19. x3 + cx2 + bx = a; 20. x3 + cx2 + a = bx;21. x3 + bx+ a = cx2; 22. cx2 + bx+ a = x3.E. Tetranomial equations in which the sum of two terms is equal to the sumof the other two:23. x3 + cx2 = bx+ a; 24. x3 + bx = cx2 + a; 25. x3 + a = cx2 + bx.Omar gave a history of which equations were solved already and furtherdescribed his method of solving them according to these 25 categories. Alge-braically, some of these categories are identical although geometrical construc-tions will di�er.5 Omar's SolutionsThe method of Omar's solution can be described in modern terminology asfollows. Let x3 + px = q ; p; q > 0 (1)be the canonical form of the general equation. De�ney = (p)� 12x2 (2)which is a parabola. Now we can rewrite (1) on multiplying by x asx4 + px2 = qxor by (2) we have py2 + px2 = qxi.e. (x� q2p)2 + y2 = ( q2p)2 (3)which is a circle with centre (q=2p; 0) and radius q=2p or the diameter q=p. Hencethe positive root of the cubic given by (1) is the x-coordinate of the intersec-tion of the circle given by (3) and the parabola given by (2). The geometricalconstruction will be described fully below.We will consider a particular cubic equation with p = 4 and q = 8, i.e. herethe parabola is y = x2=2 and the circle has centre at (1; 0) and is of radius 1.The underlying cubic is x3 + 4x� 8 = 06



Figure 3: The curve y = x3+ 4x� 8 in modern representation. The length OQis the real solution of the cubic x3 + 4x� 8 = 0.7



Figure 4: Omar's method of solving the cubic equation x3 + 4x � 8 = 0; thesegment OQ gives the positive root. See text for the method of constructionof the square ABCD to the semi-circle and the parabola. The solution to thecubic is the length OQ. 8



which has the positive root x = 1:365. A modern geometrical method is to plotthe function y = x3+4x�8 (see Fig.3) and note the point of intersection of thefunction with the x-axis which gives the root/roots. In this case, there is onlyone real root (namely OP in Fig.3) and the other roots are imaginary becausethere are no other points of intersection with x-axis.Of course, Omar's method was geometrical. Namely, the cubic equation isregarded as an equation between solids so that x represents a side of a cubeso that p must represent an area (p > 0) which is expressible as a squaregeometrically whereas q itself must represent a solid.We now describe the geometrical construction using (2) and (3). Draw asquare of area p so that the sides are of length pp, say the segment OA inFig.4. Draw a line perpendicular to OA at O and draw a circle of diameter q=palong this line (say OE) with centre D. Taking O as the vertex, and axis ORdraw a parabola with parameter OA. (A parabola was de�ned then using thework of Apollonius (210 B.C.), see Katz, 1998, pp.119-120.) From the point Pof intersection of the parabola and the circle, draw a perpendicular to OE andlet Q be the foot of the perpendicular, then the length OQ gives the desiredsolution. Note that the axes are marked here for convenience of the modernreader and has nothing to do with the geometrical construction.It should be noted that Cardano's formula (1545) given in his treatise in Arsmagna, provides exactly the positive root for this case as"q2 +�q24 + p327�12# 13 + "q2 ��q42 + p273�12 # 13 :Further, note that there are three solutions to a cubic and all three roots couldbe positive. One equation considered by Omar (Kasir, 1931, pp.92-93)x3 + 1312x+ 5 = 10x2has two positive roots and one negative root. Namely, x = 2; x = 4 � 12p74.Thus in Fig.5, there are 3 points of intersection with x-axis P , Q and R of thecurvey = x3 � 10x2 + 1312x+ 5 = 0. Omar would have found only one positive rootby his method of geometric construction.In general, Omar's method would �nd one or two positive roots throughtwo intersecting conics. All 25 cases described in Section 4 were dealt withby him systemmatically. Woepcke (1851) has given the appropriate pair ofconics leading to various cases of cubic equations cited in Section 4 (see, fora translation, Kasir, 1931, pp.35-36). Thus, Woepcke(1851) has examined theinverse problem.6 The Omar Khayyam ClubIt is worth mentioning that a complete and exhaustive bibliography of manu-scripts, editions, translations, parodies, ephemaral material related to OmarKhayyam upto 1928 is given by Potter (1929); the number of items listed aremore than thirteen hundred! Subsequently, Halbach (1975) has given a sketchy9



Figure 5: The curve y = x3 � 10x2 + 1312x + 5 and the three real solutionsOP;OQ;QR of the Omar's cubic x3 � 10x2 + 1312x+ 5 = 0.10



bibliography, mainly on Rubaiyats. In fact William Edward Story (1918) pre-sented a lecture on \Omar Khayyam as a Mathematician" at the AmericanOmar Khayyam Club in 1918 which was published limited to 200 copies only.Note that the American Omar Khayyam Club does not exist any more; it closeddown in 1930's.One of the places where Omar Khayyam works are regularly remembered isthe Omar Khayyam club in London which was founded on 13th October 1892and it is still an active club. A drawing from its Millennium Club meetingof 18th November 1999 is shown in Fig.6. This depicts the frustration of anOmar's fan due to delay on the Jubilee line extension to the Millennium Domein London and its e�ect on his abode!Among literary �gures, its early members included H.G. Wells, Aldous Hux-ley etc. and there were guests such as Thomas Hardy. There were also academicssuch as Sir Oliver Lodge and Professor Sir Walter Raleigh. The meetings of theclub commemorate his work as well as Edward FitzGerald's contributions. Infact, there have been Iranian Ambassadors to the UK on its guest list. Im-portant is the following letter to the club from the Iranian Embassy when theclub (the OK club Vol. 1, 1910) celebrated Edward FitzGerald's birth cente-nary on 31st March 1909. Edward FitzGerald's translation of the Rubaiyat ofOmar Khayyam in 1859 made the Western world aware of Omar's work; histranslation is still regarded as the best translation in English.March 1909May I be allowed to o�er the expression of my veneration and respectfor the memory of the distinguished Poet, the centenary of whosebirth you are celebrating to-day? His services to our literature andhis claim on our gratitude are my excuse for intruding on a scene of sopurely national a character. As a token of my feelings of admirationand respect for the immortal Poet who has so eloquently interpretedthe Quatrains of our distinguished Poet, I should like to lay a wreathon his tomb, and should be glad to have your advice as to whetherthis would be convenient, and when I may do so.Yours faithfullyThe First Secretary of the Persian EmbassyThe following club's \bidding prayer", since its �rst meeting of 1892, continuesto celebrate his memory:O, my friends, when I am sped, appoint a meeting,and when ye have met together be ye glad thereof,and when the cup-bearer holds in her hand a agon of old wine,then think upon old Khayyam and drink to his memory.Note the word \Khayyam" in the last line!7 Concluding RemarksWe begin this last section with the following single verse from the poem \Omarin The Third Millennium" by Paul Ableman, presented to the Omar KhayyamClub's Millennium meeting of 18th November 1999, in London which highlights11



Figure 6: A drawing from the Omar Khayyam Club Millennium dinner menuof 19th November 1999 (The Jubilee line is a tube line leading now to theMillennium Dome, London). 12



the continuing interest in Omar of its members. (Note that here \wine" is againas symbolic as in the Omar Khayyam's Rubaiyat.)So, brothers, �ll the cup and drain the wineToast the millennium. It will be �neFor making friends and cash and high-tech toys.But Omar's words will still give deeper joys.To sum up, Omar classi�ed cubic equations systematically and derived itsalgebraic solutions by geometric constructions and vice-versa. In fact, he seemsto be the �rst to initiate uni�cation of algebra and geometry, foreshadowingthe analytical geometry of Descartes. Omar works on cubic equations de�nitelyranks him as one of the most original and the greatest mathematician andvisionary of his time, and his work is remembered regularly at least at theOmar Khayyam Club in London!AcknowledgementsI am grateful to the Omar Khayyam Club, London for inviting me to presentthe Millennium Lecture on Omar Khayyam's work in November 1999; part ofthis paper is based on that talk. I also wish to thank Mohsen Mohammadzadehfor his encouragement to write this paper, to Rahman Farnoosh for his helpin translating the Arabic in Figures 1 and 2 and to Kevin de Souza, RichardMorris and to Harry Trickett for their helpful comments.References[1] Halbach,H. (1975) Romance of the Rubaiyat. Helen Halbach, Santa Bar-bara.[2] Kasir,D.S. (1931) The Algebra of Omar Khayyam. Teachers College,Columbia University, NY.[3] Katz,V.J. (1998) A History of Mathematics, 2nd edition. Addison WesleyLongman Inc., Harlow, England.[4] Potter,A.G. (1929) A Bibliography of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam .Igpen and Grant, London.[5] Story,W.E. (1918) Omar Khayyam as a Mathematician. Rosemary Press,Boston.[6] The Book of the Omar Khayyam Club (1910), 1892-1910. London. Printedfor the members for private circulation.[7] Woepcke,F. (1851) L'Alg�ebre d'Omar Al Khayyâmî. Paris.13


